
Liveliness Enhancement Filter

Features
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Specifiations

Vcc(to Vee)maximumSupply Voltage
50mW maximumPower Consumption

-40'c to +125'cStrage Temparature Range
-20'c to 85'cTemparature Range in Operating
600 ohm minimumOut Put Load
Vee-0.5 to Vcc+0.5Input Signal

Dedekind R&D 436 Nishiyama, Kamihachiman-cho, Tokushima, 770-8041 JAPAN

Outline Drawing
(unit :mm)

•Enhance low and high tones strongly without distorting middle tone
•Have wide range to control sound quality
•Easy to finalize sound quality of any audio sets and automatic control sound quality
•Pull out hidden rich sound and clear bass sound
•Double-compress against overly enhanced sound separately
•Control enhanced sound from ＤＣ voltage ( 0 to 28 dB / MER = 0 to 1.0 V)
•Mute enhanced sound ( about 10 dB / at 3 mV output or less)
•Available with single or double power supply ( 2 V to 16 V / ±1 V to ±8 V)
•Have wide range at both power sources and voltages

MZ-01 is an Integrated Circuit of Speaten filter, which enhances liveliness of sound quality. Any musical 
instruments have really rich sound. And you can hear the rich sound touching your ear to the 
instrument’s body. MZ-01 can pull out this hidden rich sound.

Fn=¥drd¥mz01
¥catalog ¥mz01-E

Aplication

Car Audio, Home Audio, Portable Audio, TV, DVD, Phone, Speech recognization

Speaten Filter
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Ratings / Vcc-Vee=3V,Rload=600 Ohm,Ta=25℃,voltages relative to GND/Vgnd

2.5 mAStatic current consumption

Vcc+0.5 VVee–0.5 V Vin1 voltage amplitude(peak)
Vcc–0.2 VVee+0.2 VVin2 voltage amplitude(rail-to-rail)

12 kohmInput impedance(Vin1)

1/2 (Vcc–Vee)DC output level
8 mAMax. output current(Vout)

Vcc–0.5 VVee+0.5 VOutput voltage range(Vout)
0 dBDirect Voltage gain(Vin1)

28 dBEnhancement Voltage gain(Vin2)

+16.0 V+2.0 VSingle supply voltage(with virtual ground)

20 HzMin. signal frequency:
0.7*(Vcc/2)0...0.6 VVGA gain control voltage range(to SGnd)

3.3 mA1.7 mAVcc,Vee ±4.5V

±8.0 V±1.0 VDual supply voltage

10 kohm1 MohmInput impedance(Vin2)

depends on Cdc capacitor

600nV/Hz200nV/Hz(MEL=1.6V)

48μAStrong Gain AGC attack current
-0.3μA/+14μAMute on/off current

500nV/Hz100nV/Hz(MEL=0V)

Mute function:
-10 dBenhancement gain reduction(Vin2)
-8 dBinternal output noise reduction

-0.2V...+0.2VMute control range(cap Mute pin)

48μAWeak Gain AGC attack current
1.05・0.95・Signal Gnd

(max.gain)(min.gain)Output noise

1/2 (Vcc–Vee)1/2 (Vcc–Vee)

1/2 (Vcc–Vee) +0.5V2 mV1/2 (Vcc–Vee)–0.5VOutput offset voltage(both outputs)(to SGnd)
20 kHzMax. signal frequency(bandwidth)

maxtypminAmplifier Specification

Electrical Characteristics

5 Mohm or more

5 Mohm or more
5 Mohm or more

5 Mohm or more

1 Mohm or more

33 ohm or less

33 ohm or less

1 Mohm or more

12 kohm

Inpedance

－

－
－

－

－

－

+28 dB max to Output

1/1 to Output

Gain Input/Output

－

－

－

－

－

100 uV
Max

7 uV
max

－

Noise

Vee

Gnd

Vcc

Max Enhancement Level

Q/Q Time Constant Cap
S/S Time Constant Cap

Muting for Enhancement

DC Offset Compensation

Signal Ground Out

Signal Output

Input for Enhancement

Input for Direct

Characteristic

-18 V to Vcc4Vee

(Vcc – Vee) / 2
± 20%

5Gnd

+18 V to Vee1Vcc

0.6*Vcc max
-0.5 V

In13MEL

－In/Out14Q/Q
－In/Out11S/S

+0.5 V max
Vee-0.5 V min

In/Out8Cmt

(Vcc – Vee) / 2
Typ

Out
10
15

L_Cdc
R_Cdc

(Vcc – Vee) / 2
Typ

Out12Gout

Vcc-1.0 V max
Vcc+1.0 V min

Out
6
3

L_out
R_out

Vcc+0.4 V max
Vee-0.4 V min

In
7
2

L_E_in
R_E_in

Vcc+0.4 V max
Vee-0.4 V min

In
9
16

L_M_in
R_M_in

Max Voltage
to Gnd

I/OPin 
NumberSymbol
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Muting Level Detect

Offset Feedback

Current Control

Output Buffer Amp

Gain controlInput Amp

Level detect

Quick/Quick Time Constant

Slow/Slow Time Constant

Level detect
Gain control

Output Buffer Amp

Offset Feedback

Input Amp

Pin Assignment

Block Diagram Cmt GoutGndVee Vcc
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R_E_in

R_Cdc

R_out
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Vcc
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R_out
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Gnd

L_out
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Cmt
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Concept  of Speaten Filter

The Algorithm of Speaten is a series of linear functions. That graph has symmetrical style on any point 
of time axis. And there’s no pole as a resonance all over frequency. It can make various frequencies 
gain characteristics with no pole and no distortion of the relational phase all over the range.

F(t) =Σｋ2i * S2i{f(t)}
I           -n, - (n-1),……,0……,(n-1),n
F (t) output 
S2i{ }   Linear-operator, Speaten (black box)
f (t) input 
t time

ｋ2i       parameter to determine the sound quality

Ideal Structure

Practical Structure

To be of practical use, the Speaten filter should be low cost. Then the Speaten filter has three terms. 
This graph is really simple; is also linear functions, and there’s no resonance. On the point from 
middle-low tone to middle-high tone of time axis, this has symmetrical style. The sound quality is as 
good as ideal one. The practical expression is below:

F(t) =Σｋ2i * S2i{f(t)} i  =  -1 , 0 , +1

Generally speaking, human’s hearing sense isn’t influenced by its relational phase. You can 
recognize this fact easily by a test: ready two sine waves, which frequencies’ ratio is a little different 
from the ratio of whole numbers. And listen the tone of the composition signal. 

However, Speaten can enhance liveliness strongly. That’s because Speaten can enhance low and 
high tones without distorting middle tone.

How to adjust parameters
Practical Speaten filter’s formula has 7 main parameters.

Five parameters of the seven were adjusted by human’s hearing sense by a test with the guitar 2 m 
away. I set the sound as you touch your ear to the body of the guitar. The practical formula is 
completed thoroughly over long time and effort. Moreover, the parameters are arranged , which can 
control liveliness easily even via a trimmer.

Operation

We will show you graphs comparing other filter and Speaten through Fig-1 to Fig-10. The lower 
waveform is the input, the center waveform is the output of other filter, and the upper waveform is 
the output of Speaten. The graph shows Speaten has no distortion over all waveform.

Fig-1 Two kinds of sine wave are showed at low range of frequency.
Fig-2 Two kinds of sine wave are showed at high range of frequency.
Fig-3 Voice of [i:] with low tone.
Fig-4 Voice of [i:] with high tone. 
Fig-5　　　　 Voice of [u:] with low tone
Fig-6 Voice of [u:] with high tone

We will show you graphs using super low tones and super high tones through Fig-7 to Fig-10. 
The sound of “OH-DAIKO” (a big drum of 1.8m-diameter having leather on both side playing by two 
strong sticks) 
Fig-7 Upper is original sound at 2 m from a speaker.

Lower is the sound with Speaten from a CD player.

Fig-8　　　　 Upper is the sound with Speaten at 2 m from a speaker.
Lower is the sound with Speaten from CD player.

You can see the differences of amplitude. They show Speaten can reproduce super low tone.

Output Waveform Characteristics
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The sound of “SHAMI-SEN” (instruments with three strings playing by firm pick) 

Fig-9　　　Upper is original sound at 2 m from a speaker.
Lower is the sound with Speaten from CD player.

Fig-10　　 Upper is the sound with Speaten at 2 m from a speaker.
Lower is the sound with Speaten from CD player.

You can see some bursts. They’ll be seen when one plunks the strings, but usually you can’t see them 
on this kind of graph.

Frequency Gain Characteristics
Fig-11 The Characteristic Change: As the input is normal level, and change the volume.

Fig-12           The  Characteristic Change: As the input is large, and then the sound is enhanced, it’ll be 
over-volume. 

Added Function
Speaten can make elegant and deluxe sound. However, only using a trimmer of Speaten can make 

enough effect to enhance sound liveliness strongly. You can make a plan widely using this product. To put 
Speaten into major products of an average cost class, you can get enough effect of dynamic sound quality. 

Also, Speaten can control overly enhanced sound automatically. In these days, the overly enhanced 
sound via an synthesizer is spread. It prevent to design good sound quality, and is difficult to solve. If you 
enhance such kind of  strong enhanced music, the sound will distort, and the consumer will be 
dissatisfied. Against this kind of music, Speaten control overly enhanced sound via double compression 
system; quick and slow. This function is based on the human sense of hearing, so it’s really natural, no 
wrongness.

Quick Compression:Quick Attack／Quick Release
Slow Compression:Slow Attack／Slow Release

We will show you osciroscope graphs of double compression. The lower is the output of Speaten, the 
center is the input, and the upper is the compression signals.

Fig-13 The input is changed into +10dB (for 0.5 seconds) via compression threshold.
　　　　　　　　　　 Later, the input is back to threshold level.

Fig-14 The input is changed into +20dB (for 0.5 seconds) via compression threshold.
　　　　　　　　　　 Later, the input is back to threshold level.

Fig-15 The input is changed into +10dB (for 3 seconds) via compression threshold.
　　　　　　　　　　 Later, the input is back to threshold level.

Fig-16 The input is changed into +10dB (for 3 seconds) via compression threshold.
　　　　　　　　　　 Later, the input is back to threshold level.

Total Characteristics

Fig-17   a) Frequency-Gain Characteristic Change of enhanced sound via MER, voltage control.

b) Frequency-Gain Characteristic Change of maximum enhanced sound via MER, voltage 
control.

c) Frequency-Gain Characteristic Change via automatic sound control at maximum 
output. 

d) Maximum Enhancement Characteristics of the input, the output, MEL, and MER.

e) Dynamic Compression Characteristics via double automatic sound control. 

Fig-18           MZ-01 Application Circuit. (In case of single power supply)
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Operation for mixed signal by two sin waves 

Operation for voice signal
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Super low/ super high tone frequency input signal

Fig-11 Fig-12
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Dynamic-characteristics of compression for enhancement

Fig-13 Fig-14

Fig-15 Fig-16
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Fig-18

Fig-17




